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Here is a breakdown 
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various industry 
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Advisory, Education and Awareness

The workshops under the information security awareness campaign cover a wide range of 
topics. The graph below displays the number of sessions conducted for each topic.

SESSIONS BREAKDOWN

aeCERT conducts a number of workshops under the advisory, education and awareness services. These workshops emphasizes 

its role in spreading information security awareness across the corporate level and the role of the employees in protecting their 

organization.

SECURITY AWARENESS PROGRAMS - DEMOGRAPHICS

The constituents are 
the targeted 

beneficiaries of the 
awareness campaign.

CONSTITUENTS 

100%

aeCERT conducts workshops at various 
industry verticals. Breakdown of top 

three is shown below.
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Following is a breakdown of incidents grouped by types that aeCERT team handled and responded at various and constituents sectors.  

aeCERT provides incident handling to support selected constituents. This service includes information and evidence gathering to 
internationally acceptable evidentiary standards.

ATTACK VECTORS

Government sector experienced 
13 Phishing/Fraud 
6 Web Defacement 
3 Unauthorized Access 
1 Scans / Probes 
 

GOVERNMENT

13
6

3

1

Government

Phishing/Fraud Web Defacement Unauthorized Access Scans / Probes

Semi- Government + Private
sectors experienced 
23 Phishing/Fraud 
1 Malicious Code 
15 Inappropriate Content 
1 Spam 
1 Scans / Probes 
1 Stolen Credentials

SEMI- GOVERNMENT + PRIVATE

23

1

15

1
1

1

Semi- Government + Private

Phishing/Fraud Malicious Code Inappropriate Content

Spam Scans / Probes Stolen Credentials

4

1

Banking , Academia & Energy

Phishing/Fraud Web Defacement

Banking , Academia & Energy
sectors experienced 
4 Phishing/Fraud 
1 Web Defacement

BANKING , ACADEMIA & ENERGY

PHISHING
is the act of attempting to acquire 
information such as usernames, 
passwords, and financial data by 
masquerading as a trustworthy 
entity.

WEBSITE 
DEFACEMENT
is an attack on a website that 
changes the visual appearance of 
the site or a webpage. These are 
typically the work of attackers, 
who break into a web server and 
replace the hosted website with 
one of their own.

MALICIOUS CODE
is used to disrupt computer 
operation, gather sensitive 
information, or gain access to 
private computer systems.

DENIAL OF SERVICE
is an attempt to make a machine 
or network resource unavailable 
to its intended users.

SCAN
is an attack to a server or host 
for identifying open ports.

UNAUTHORIZED 
ACCESS
occurs when an attacker 
attempts to access an area of a 
system they should not be 
accessing.

INAPPROPRIATE 
CONTENT
is the prohibited information. 
These include, but are not limited 
to child abuse, pornography, 
illegal activities, and 
terrorist-related material.

Incident  Response
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Following is a breakdown of incidents grouped by impact that aeCERT team handled and responded at various and constituents sectors. 

IMPACT OF INCIDENTS

CRITICAL
denotes an incident through 
which an intruder gained 
control at the administrator 
level of any affected host. 
This class of incidents poses 
the highest risk for a 
system-wide compromise of 
the network.

HIGH
denotes an incident through 
which an intruder could gain 
access to the host at the 
administrator level or could 
possibly access sensitive 
Information stored on the 
host. While this class of 
incident is extremely serious, 
the risk of a breach or 
compromise is not as urgent 
as with a critical incident.

LOW
denotes that intruders may 
have collected sensitive 
information from the host, 
such as the precise version of 
software installed. With this 
information, intruders can 
easily exploit known 
vulnerabilities specific to.

INFORMATIONAL
denotes incident that do not 
pose an immediate threat to 
the host or the network.

MEDIUM
denotes an incident that may 
allowed an intruder to gain 
access to specific information 
stored on the host, including 
security settings. While not 
immediately associated with 
a compromise of an affected 
host, these incidents allow 
intruders to gain access to 
information that may be used 
to compromise the host in 
the future.

Government sector experienced 
the following impact:
13 Low 
2 Medium 
8 Critical 

GOVERNMENT

Semi-Government sector 
xperienced the following impact:
1 Low 
1 High  

SEMI-GOVERNMENT

Private sector experienced the 
following impact.
15 Informational
23 Low
2 Critical 

PRIVATE

15

23

2

Private

Informational Low Critical

Banking sector experienced the 
following impact.
2 Medium
1 High

BANKING

Academia & Energy sectors 
experienced the following 
impact.
1 Medium
1 Critical

ACADEMIA + ENERGY

13

2

8

Government

Low Medium Critical

11

Semi- Government

Low High

2

1

Banking

Medium High

11

Academia + Energy

Medium Critical



01%
SPAM

Spam is any unsolicited or undesired electronic 
messages (emails, messages, etc.). They usually 

contains advertisements.

21%
INAPPROPRIATE
CONTENT

Inappropriate content is any information, images, 
videos or material that is explicit, inappropriate or 
disturbing for young children or adults.

02%

MALICIOUS 
CODE

Malicious codes are harmful codes 
in a system or a script that cause 
vulnerabilities in a system such as 
security breaches, backdoors, 
system damage, etc. 

57%

PHISHING
/ FRAUD

Phishing attack is a social engineering attack in which 
users are tricked into giving their personal 

information, in most cases they are tricked into 
giving their login username and password or 

credit card information, which can be use to 
extract more information about the user or 

to commit crimes while masquerading as 
the victim. These attacks are most 

commonly carried out by email 
spoofing.

10%
WEB
DEFACEMENT

Website defacement is a cyber-attack in 
which an unauthorized user hacks into a 
website through a breach/hole in the web 
server's security, and changes the 
appearance of the website; most attackers 
only deface the homepage of the website, 
while others deface the entire website.

04%
UNAUTHORIZED
ACCESS

Unauthorized access is the act of gaining 
access into any computer, website, server, 
network, etc.  Illegally.

02%

STOLEN 
CREDENTIALS

Stolen Credentials are the personal 
information that attackers are able to 
get from their victims through social 
engineering or hacking.

TOP INCIDENTS 

aeCERT provides support and advice during remediation and recovery from security incidents. Following is a breakdown of incidents grouped 
by categories that aeCERT team handled and responded.          

03%
SCANS / PROBS

Scans/Probes are methods used to find 
objects such as AP's, ports, networks, etc. 
using specific tools.

57%

10%

2%

21%

1%

4%
3% 2%
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Botnet Analysis

TOP COUNTRIES WITH COMMAND AND CONTROL (C&C)

Portugal Netherland

MalaysiaUS

13760 4065

930851645 Romania 3531

“Command and Control” (C&C) servers are centralized machines that are able to send commands and receive outputs of machines part of a 
botnet. Anytime attackers who wish to launch an attack can send special commands to their botnet’s C&C servers with instructions to 
perform an attack on a particular target, and any infected machines communicating with the contacted C&C server will comply by launching 
coordinated attack.               
    

The above map highlights countries hosting most number of Botnet C&C (Command & 
Control) servers. US has topped the list followed by Portugal, Malaysia and Netherland 
,  while Romania has least number of servers.

The use of HTTP as a botnet C&C mechanism has increased in recent years as malware 
authors have moved beyond the first generation of malicious bots, although HTTP bots 
are still responsible for fewer infections than IRC bots. HTTP has the advantage of being 
the primary protocol for web browsing, which means that botnet traffic may be more 
difficult to detect and block. HTTP may be used to facilitate control either by having the 
bot sign in to a site that the bot controller operates, or by having the bot connect to a 
website on which the bot controller has placed information that the bot knows how to 
interpret as commands. This latter technique has an advantage in that the controller 
doesn’t need to have an affiliation with the website. Some botnets even use blogs or 
social networking accounts for C&C.

The HTTP protocol is also commonly used by bots to download updates and other malware, regardless of which C&C mechanism the bots 
use. Many bots include their own HTTP servers for hosting phishing websites or illegal content such as child pornography, or to provide an 
HTTP proxy that enables bot-herders to hide the location of their main (and usually illegal) websites.
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Malware Analysis

TOP MALWARE INFECTIONS

Following is a breakdown of top malware infections in UAE’s internet space captured through various threat intelligence sources.

Ramnit
Ramnit is a computer worm that infects systems and make them zombies for creating botnets. Once botnets are created, they can be used for attackers to control and launch 
unethical attacks with.

Nivdort
The Nivdort virus is a malware that usually targets the core system of Windows to collect sensitive information for an attacker. It will gather data like system settings, Windows 
version, network configuration and so on.

Sality-p2p
The same as Sality (definition above), they are just divided into smaller tools that have certain instructions given to them.

Conficker
Conficker is a computer worm targeting Microsoft Windows operating systems. It uses vulnerabilities in the Windows operating system and dictionary attacks on administrator 
passwords to crack them and then forming a botnet of infected systems.

Salityv3
Sality is a family of malware that infects computers to communicate over a peer-to-peer (P2P) network for relaying spam, become a proxy of communications, exfiltrating 
sensitive data and compromising web servers.

Dorkbot
Dorkbot is a family of malware that acts as a backdoor allowing a remote attacker to exploit infected systems. Dorkbot is usually spread through instant messaging, USB drives, 
websites, e-mails and so on.

42.52%

17.34%

10.71%

10.02%

7.68%

4.82%

3.99%

2.93%

nivdort

dorkbot

salityv3

sality-p2p

bitdefefender-ramnit

ramnit

bitdefender-nivdort

conficker
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Summary:

It was recently found that webservers running in a CGI or CGI-like context uses the Proxy header values from the client HTTP request to initialize the 
HTTP_PROXY environment variables; this can be used to conduct a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks to redirect outgoing HTTP requests and initiate 
connections to arbitrary hosts.

Threat Details:

CGI and CGI-like webservers initializes the HTTP Proxy header value into the HTTP_PROXY environment variable. The HTTP_PROXY environment variable is 
commonly used to configure outgoing proxies as many applications automatically configure it to the local outgoing proxy, which in turn makes the webserver  
vulnerable to remote attacks such as MITM attacks.

Using PHP as an example, PHP has a method called getenv().

There is a common vulnerability in many PHP libraries and applications, introduced by confusing getenv for a method that only returns environment variables.  
In fact, getenv() is closer to the$_SERVER superglobal: it contains both environment variables and usercontrolled data.

Specifically, when PHP is running under a CGI-like server, the HTTP request headers (data supplied by the client) are merged into the $_SERVER superglobal 
under keys beginning with HTTP_. This is the same information that getenv reads from. When a user sends a request with a Proxy header, the header appears 
to the PHP application as getenv('HTTP_PROXY'). Some common PHP libraries have been trusting this value, even when run in a CGI/SAPI environment.

This allows the attacker to:

� Proxy outgoing HTTP requests
� Direct the webserver to initiate outgoing connections to any address and port
� Force CGI application to use a malicious proxy for the outgoing HTTP requests

Solution:

The following mitigation steps are recommended:
� Apply the update if it is available
� Filter or block the proxy request headers:
o Filtering/blocking the proxy depends on the specifics of the software product 

About aeCERT
The United Arab Emirates Computer Emergency Response Team (aeCERT) is a cyber-security coordination center established 
under the supervision of Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA). The aim of aeCERT is to improve UAE’s overall cyber 
security condition by coordinating the cyber information sharing and proactively coping with the cyber risks associated to the 
UAE. aeCERT also focuses on providing advice to the UAE government and educational sectors regarding information security.
C
omputer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) around the globe play a vital role in preventing cyber security incidents as they 
are recognized as a trusted and authoritative organization devoted to improve overall security of computer systems and 
networks. aeCERT coordinates response of internet security incidents with other CERTs and use a proactive approach to secure 
systems. aeCERT collaborates with different sectors of the government, law enforcement and education to design policies and 
methodologies to counter cyber threats.

aeCERT coordinates with other CERTs around the globe and share their findings. This provides collaboration opportunities to 
researchers, which eventually improves the posture of information security.

Advisories

CGI Application vulnerability
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